Wayne Vista Series Fuel Dispensers.
Dependable, Flexible and Customer-Friendly.

Drawing from years of industry leadership, Wayne has developed Vista Series Fuel Dispensers to give retailers a dependable, cost-effective fueling solution in tough weather, rugged use and high volume fueling situations. Time-tested for more than a decade, this value-priced series delivers durability and customer-friendly fueling.

And now Wayne has enhanced the familiar Vista dispenser to offer even greater value. Available in two versions, the Vista model is built for user-friendly service in standard volume fueling sites while the Vista HS Ultra High Capacity version meets the demands of high volume sites such as truck stops. Plus, the Vista dispenser can be configured for compatibility with alternative fuels.

Customer-Friendly Interface
New accent lighting on push-to-start models guides the user through the transaction by illuminating each step in the fuel grade selection process. Plus, softkeys provide a familiar ATM-style interface, and the Vista HS Ultra High Capacity version is available with an alphanumeric keypad option for trucking applications. The new Vista and Vista HS Ultra High Capacity dispensers are also fully compliant with Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) guidelines.

Compatible with New PCI Payment Security Standards
In response to growing financial fraud and theft, the Payment Card Industry (PCI) has mandated new standards for outdoor payment terminal Encyrpting PIN Pads (EPPs). The Vista and Vista HS Ultra High Capacity dispensers can be equipped with Wayne’s IX™ Pay Secure Payment to meet these stringent regulations. IX Pay Secure Payment is the only future-proof secure payment solution ready to meet PCI’s upcoming mandate for Unattended Payment Terminals (UPTs).

Flexible, Future-Proof Upgradeability
The new Vista and Vista HS Ultra High Capacity dispensers facilitate a smooth migration path to added functionality and future regulatory compliance. They can be enhanced through optional features like the award-winning IX Technology Platform including the iDPOS™ in-dispenser point-of-sale system, Sense™ remote diagnostics, IX Pay Secure Payment and IX Media digital merchandising.

Versatile Configurability
The Vista and Vista HS Ultra High Capacity dispensers are highly configurable with more than a dozen model selections in the standard Vista model and up to eight different satellite-ready and satellite configurations for the Vista HS Ultra High Capacity version. High volume retailers can offer two grades of diesel from one convenient fueling position with the two-product, same-side high speed configurations. Vista models limited to diesel, bio and alternative fuels only can take advantage of the high precision XfLO™ fuel meter for improved fuel metering accuracy.*

High Capacity Fueling
Delivering an impressive maximum flow rate of up to 60GPM**, the Vista HS Ultra High Capacity model includes high flow features such as large diameter piping and larger filtration hydraulics as well as the Liquid Controls® meter. It also includes a satellite-in-use indicator option for at-a-glance status of saddle tank fueling.

The Vista HS dispenser is standard-equipped with two internal 40 GPM filters per hose for a combined capacity of 80 GPM. The filters are placed before the meter to protect the meter and filter the satellite feed. It also detours potential fuel theft with pulse-monitoring technology as well as an optional metal pulser cover that can be securely locked for an added layer of security.

Standard Features

- 1" sales display
- XFlexible 6GPM™ electronics
- Easy access hinged bezel door
- Large surface area for branding opportunities
- American Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant user controls
- Electronic calibration
- Durable powder coated geknomed cabinet panels
- Lift-to-Start operation (Push-to-Start standard on single hose models)
- Two-wire (current loop) dispenser interface
- Junction box
- Two-year base warranty, one-year peripherals warranty
- Accurate, reliable PMeter
- Patented double-bump hydraulic connections
- Precision controlled proportional flow valves
- Liquid Controls® high flow meter
- Two stage 3.5” solenoid valve
- Dual internal 40 GPM filters per hose
- Satellite-ready for connection to HS4 satellite dispensers

Optional Features

- Vista
- HS Vista
- qCAT Customer Activation Terminal with 5.7” monochrome qVGA screen with or without soft keys
- IX CAT Customer Activation Terminal with 5.7” monochrome qVGA screen with softkeys and IX Pay Secure Payment
- Wayne TRAC or Wayne SCAN
- Pre-set (12 button)
- Dual-price posting capability
- Lighted Push-to-Start operation (non-satellite models)
- Hose retractors
- Intercom speakers and/or Call/Stop buttons
- Electromechanical totalizers by product or meter
- Authorized keyswitch
- Lighted valance conduit
- Dispenser Secure Access and/or Bezel locks
- Stainless steel doors and columns
- Dispenser Secure Access and/or Rascal locks
- ISense remote diagnostics
- iDPOS in-Dispenser Point-of-Sale system
- Balance, Wayne VAC and Healy VAC vapor recovery
- 6G Flow meter
- EBS compatibility
- XfLO meter (for diesel and alternative fuel applications only)
- Alphanumeric keypad for qCAT customer activation terminal
- Satellite-in-use indicator
- Dual spinner canisters
- Alphanumeric keypad-ready bezel
- Pulser security cover
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Drawing from years of industry leadership, Wayne has developed Vista Series Fuel Dispensers to give retailers a dependable, cost-effective fueling solution in tough weather, rugged use and high volume fueling situations. Time-tested for more than a decade, this value-priced series delivers durability and customer-friendly fueling.

And now Wayne has enhanced the familiar Vista dispenser to offer even greater value. Available in two versions, the Vista model is built for user-friendly service in standard volume fueling sites while the Vista HS Ultra High Capacity version meets the demands of high volume sites such as truck stops. Plus, the Vista dispenser can be configured for compatibility with alternative fuels.

Customer-Friendly Interface

New accent lighting on push-to-start models guides the user through the transaction by illuminating each step in the fuel grade selection process. Plus, softkeys provide a familiar ATM-style interface, and the Vista HS Ultra High Capacity version is available with an alphanumeric keypad option for trucking applications. The new Vista and Vista HS Ultra High Capacity dispensers are also fully compliant with Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) guidelines.

Compatible with New PCI Payment Security Standards

In response to growing financial fraud and theft, the Payment Card Industry (PCI) has mandated new standards for outdoor payment terminal Encrypted PIN Pads (EPPP). The Vista and Vista HS Ultra High Capacity dispensers are compatible with Wayne’s X® Pay Secure Payment to meet these stringent regulations. X Pay Secure Payment is the only future-proof secure payment solution ready to meet PCI’s upcoming mandate for Unattended Payment Terminals (UPTs).

Flexible, Future-Proof Upgradeability

The new Vista and Vista HS Ultra High Capacity dispensers facilitate a smooth migration path to added functionality and future regulatory compliance. They can be enhanced through optional features like the award-winning iX Technology Platform including the iDPOS™—dispenser point-of-sale system, Sense™ remote diagnostics, iX Pay Secure Payment and iX Media digital merchandising.

Versatile Configurability

The Vista and Vista HS Ultra High Capacity dispensers are highly configurable with more than a dozen model selections in the standard Vista model and up to eight different satellite-ready and satellite configurations for the Vista HS Ultra High Capacity version. High volume retailers can offer two grades of diesel from one convenient fueling position with the two-product, same-side high speed configurations. Vista models limited to diesel, bio and alternative fuels only can take advantage of the high precision XFlo™ fuel meter for improved fuel metering accuracy.*

High Capacity Fueling

Delivering an impressive maximum flow rate of up to 600GPM**, the Vista HS Ultra High Capacity model includes high flow features such as large diameter piping and larger filtration hydraulics as well as the Liquid Controls® meter. It also includes a satellite-in-use indicator option for at-a-glance status of saddle tank fueling.

The Vista HS dispenser is standard-equipped with two internal 40 GPM filters per hose for a combined capacity of 80 GPM. The filters are placed before the meter to both protect the meter and filter the satellite feed. It also deters potential fuel theft with pulse-monitoring technology as well as an optional metal pulsar cover that can be securely locked for an added layer of security.

Standard Features

- 1" sales display
- XFlexible iGEM® electronics
- Easy access hinged bezel door
- Large surface area for branding opportunities
- American Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant user controls
- Electronic calibration
- Durable powder coated gekommet cabinet panels
- Lift-to-Start operation (Push-to-Start standard on single hose blenders)
- Two-wire current loop dispenser interface
- Junction box
- Two-year base warranty, one-year peripherals warranty
- Accurate, reliable Meter
- Potent double-bump hydraulic connections
- Precision controlled proportional flow valves
- Liquid Controls® high flow meter
- Two stage 3.5" solenoid valve
- Dual internal 40 GPM filters per hose
- Satellite-ready for connection to HS4 satellite dispensers

Optional Features

- Vista
- Vista HS
- qCAT Customer Activation Terminal with 5.7" monochrome qVGA screen with or without soft keys
- iCAT Customer Activation Terminal with 5.7" monochrome qVGA screen with softkeys and iX Pay Secure Payment
- Wayne TRAC or Wayne SCAN
- Pre-set (12 button)
- Dual-price posting capability
- Lighted Push-to-Start operation (non-satellite models)
- Hose retractors
- Intercom speakers and/or Call/Stop buttons
- Electromechanical totalizers by product or meter
- Authorized keyswitch
- Lighted valance conduit
- Valve Kit
- Stainless steel doors and columns
- Dispenser Secure Access and/or Reel locks
- iSense remote diagnostics
- iDPOS in-Dispenser Point-of-Sale system
- Balance, Wayne VAC and Hardy VAC vapor recovery
- ISD flow meter
- EBS compatibility
- XFlo meter (for diesel and alternative fuel applications only)
- Alphanumeric keypad for CAT customer activation terminal
- Satellite-in-use indicator
- Dual stairer canisters
- Alphanumeric keypad-ready bezel
- Pulsar security cover

*Maximum flow rate is 600 GPM.** Maximum flow rate is 600 GPM.**
About Wayne

Wayne, a GE Energy Business, is a global leader in the design, manufacture, and servicing of fueling forecourt solutions where reliability and uptime are critical. Dispensers, payment platforms, control systems, and technology from Wayne play an essential role in traditional and alternative fueling sites around the world.